A Viterbi-like decoding algorithm is proposed in this paper for generalized convolutional network error correction coding. Different from classical Viterbi algorithm, our decoding algorithm is based on minimum error weight rather than the shortest Hamming distance between received and sent sequences. Network errors may disperse or neutralize due to network transmission and convolutional network coding. Therefore, classical decoding algorithm cannot be employed any more. Source decoding was proposed by multiplying the inverse of network transmission matrix, where the inverse is hard to compute. Starting from the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decoding criterion, we find that it is equivalent to the minimum error weight under our model. Inspired by Viterbi algorithm, we propose a Viterbi-like decoding algorithm based on minimum error weight of combined error vectors, which can be carried out directly at sink nodes and can correct any network errors within the capability of convolutional network error correction codes (CNECC). Under certain situations, the proposed algorithm can realize the distributed decoding of CNECC.
2
Convolutional network coding is shown to have advantages in field size, small decoding delay and so on, which is more suitable for practical communications [12] [13] . Convolutional network-error correcting coding was introduced in [14] in the context of coherent network coding for acyclic instantaneous or unit-delay networks. They presented a convolutional code construction for a given acyclic instantaneous or unit-delay memory-free network that corrects a given pattern of network errors. For the same network, if the network code changes, then the convolutional code obtained through their scheme may also change. They also consider the decoding. Decoding may be carried out at source or sink nodes based on the distance of equivalent received sequences. If the decoding needs to be done at the source node, the inverse of network transmission matrix is multiplied to the received sequences at a sink node, and then messages are decoded with the classical Viterbi algorithm. Distance measures for convolutional codes in rank metric were given in [15] , and two constructions of (partial) unit memory ((P)UM) codes in rank metric based on the generator matrices of maximum rank distance codes were presented to correct network errors for non-coherent multi-shot networks. They also provided an efficient decoding algorithm based on rank-metric block decoders for error correction in random linear network coding.
In this paper, we consider the decoding for a generalized convolutional network error-correction code constructed by the extended method in [14] , where network errors on each edge occur with the same probability and are separated by fixed timeslots. Source encoding is always needed due to the error correction purpose in networks.
However, given a delay-invariant, single source multicast network with a generalized multicast convolutional code, the ideal scenario is to decode CNECC in a distributed way while ensuring the decoded sequence is identical to the input sequence, which we refer to as the distributed decoding of CNECC. To realize it, we propose a Viterbi-like decoding algorithm based on minimum error weight and give a sufficient condition to show the feasibility of such decoding process.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A Viterbi-like decoding algorithm is proposed based on minimum error weight for generalized convolutional error correction coding.
• The algorithm can be carried out directly at sink nodes and no additional processing matrix is required.
• A sufficient condition of realizing the distributed decoding of CNECC is first given. This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, definitions and notation for generalized convolutional network error correction coding as well as the relation between error and distance are given. Section III gives a sufficient condition of realizing the distributed decoding of CNECC. Section IV illustrates our Viterbi-like decoding algorithm and performance analysis. Some examples are shown in Section V and simulation results are given in SectionVI.
Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

A. Network model
In this paper, we consider the finite directed network as in [7] . A finite directed graph G can be represented as {V, E} where V is the set of all vertices in the network and E is the set of all edges in the network. A directed edge e = (i, j) represents a channel leading from node i to node j where i is called the tail of e and February 21, 2017 DRAFT j is called the head of e, i.e., tail(e) = i and head(e) = j. Channel e is called an outgoing channel for node i and an incoming channel for node j. For a node i, let In(i) = {e ∈ E : e is an incoming channel of i} and Out(i) = {e ∈ E : e is an outgoing channel of i}.
Let S and T be two disjoint sets of V . The elements in S are called source nodes which only have outgoing channels. The elements in T are called sink nodes which only have incoming channels. The rest of nodes in set I = V − S − T are called internal nodes. In this paper, we only consider single source networks and denote by s the unique source node.
We assume that each edge in the network has unit capacity (can carry utmost one symbol from F q ) and capacity between nodes greater than one is modeled as parallel edges. A cut between node i and node j is a set of edges whose removal will disconnect i and j. For unit capacity channels, the capacity of a cut is regarded as the number of edges in it. For a sink node t ∈ T , let ω t be the unicast capacity between s and t. Then, ω = min t∈T ω t is the max-flow min-cut capacity of the multicast connection. Here we let the information rate be ω symbols per time instant and we only consider multicast networks.
B. Network codes
We follow [3] in describing network codes. An ω-dimensional network code can be described by three matrices
|E|×ω (for every sink node t ∈ T ). The details of them can be found in [3] . Definition 1 ( [3] ): The network transfer matrix, M t (z), corresponding to a sink node t ∈ T for an ω-dimensional network code, is a full-rank (over the field of rationals F q (z)) ω × ω matrix defined as
In this paper, we study network codes over F 2 .
C. CNECC
We follow [14] in describing a CNECC. Assume the ω-dimensional network codes have been implemented in the given single source network. Note that the network may be a time-delay network, i.e. the network whose matrix K carries delay factor z. The following definitions describe a convolutional code for error correction in such networks.
Definition 2 ( [14]):
An input convolutional code, C s , is a convolutional code of rate k/ω (k < ω) with an input generator matrix G I (z) implemented at the source of the network.
Definition 3:
The output convolutional code, C t , corresponding to a sink node t ∈ T , is the k/ω (k < ω)
convolutional code generated by matrix G O,t (z) which is given as G O,t (z) = G I (z)M t (z), with M t (z) being the full-rank network transfer matrix corresponding to an ω-dimensional network code.
Definition 4:
The free distance of the convolutional code C is given as
where w H indicates the Hamming weight over F q . 
Clearly, the definition of S d f ree excludes the possibility of a zero state in between, i.e., σ i = 0 for any 0 < i ≤ j.
We have that the set S d f ree is invariant among the set of minimal convolutional encoders. We now define
which thereby can be considered as a code property because of the fact that S d f ree is invariant among minimal encoders.
Definition 6: An error pattern ρ is a subset of E which indicates the edges of the network in error. An error vector e is a 1 × |E| vector which indicates the error occurred at each edge. An error vector e is said to match an error pattern if all nonzero components of e occur only on the edges in ρ.
Let x(z), y(z), e(z) be the input sequence, output sequence and network error sequence, respectively. Thus, at any particular sink node t ∈ T , we have
In Section IV [14] , the authors proposed a construction scheme that can correct a given set of error patterns as long as consecutive network errors are separated by a certain interval. The convolutional code constructed under their scheme is a CNECC. They also proposed two cases of decoding such CNECC under different conditions.
III. DISTRIBUTED DECODING OF CNECC
We now study the characteristics of matrix F t (z) at sink node t ∈ T . Assume the degree of F t is l t = deg(F t (z)).
Thus, F t (z) can be written as
where F lt is a nonzero matrix. For a particular error vector e, we can get its resulting combined error vector
. Combined error vector characterizes the impact of an error vector e in the network. If all combined error vectors can be corrected, then all network errors can be consequently corrected.
be the combined error vector generated by error vector e i in which only the i th bit is one and the rest are all zeros.
Let L be a collection of vectors in a linear space and L represent the subspace spanned by the vectors in L. Here we consider the subspace ∆(t, l t ) = {E i : 1 ≤ i ≤ E} at sink node t ∈ T .
Note that ∆(t, l) can also be regarded as a subspace determined by parameter l where l ≥ l t . For a given set of error patterns, assume G I (z) has been constructed using the scheme in [14] . We hope to find a minimum l such that Φ(t, l) ∩ ∆(t, l) = {0} where 0 is a 1 × ω(l + 1) zero vector and Φ(t, l) is the message subspace spanned by output convolutional codes generated by x l (z)G O,t (z) where x l (z) are all possible input sequences from instant 0
Before discussing how to realize the distributed decoding of a CNECC, we give the following proposition.
February 21, 2017 DRAFT Proposition 1: Assume l is available at sink node t ∈ T such that Φ(t, l) ∩ ∆(t, l) = {0}. Then in any sliding window with length l + 1 on the output trellis of G O,t (z), at most one nonzero combined error vector exists as long as network errors are separated by l + 1 timeslots.
Proof:
We use reduction to absurdity to prove this proposition. Before the proof, we assume all sliding window mentioned below share the same length l + 1. Apparently, proving all situations in first window hold true is enough as all situations in succeeding windows are equivalent to that in first window by removing the impact of the input sequence prior to current window. Assume in first window we find two different nonzero combined error vectors e 1 , e 2 ∈ ∆(t, l) which implies that there exists two different input sequences x 1 , x 2 satisfying
Given the closure property of Φ(t, l) and ∆(t, l),
and e 2 − e 1 = e 3 ∈ ∆(t, l) where x 3 , e 3 are another input sequences and nonzero combined error vector in first window respectively, it leads to f (x 3 ) = e 3 which contradicts to the condition Φ(t, l) ∩ ∆(t, l) = {0}. The proof is completed.
Proposition 1 indicates the uniqueness of nonzero combined error vector within each sliding window when network errors are separated by a certain interval. However, the crux of realizing the distributed decoding of CNECC is how to pinpoint the unique time instant when network errors occur. That is, the addition of two combined error vectors
with one generating at current instant and another generating at a later instant may yield a certain correct output sequence. Under the circumstances, we cannot distinguish exactly when network errors occur as both time instants are possible. In fact, if an addition yields a correct output sequence with v 0 = 0, we can subjectively determine the network errors occur at the time instant of which is earlier than another. We call it error preposing which can enable the decoding algorithm still to proceed. The real issue is how to determine network errors when an addition yields a correct output sequence with v 0 = 0. The following proposition gives a sufficient condition that is able to realize the distributed decoding of CNECC.
Proposition 2:
The distributed decoding of CNECC at sink node t ∈ T can be realized when G O,t (z) is noncatastrophic and its free distance d f ree ≥ 2ω(l t + 1) + 1.
Proof:
The main feature of non-catastrophic encoder is that only finite-length consecutive zero outputs exist.
Similar to Definition 5, define W (l) as follows.
is an increasing function as l increases, though at some time instant W (l) may stay the same temporarily.
the fact that the addition of arbitrarily two combined error vectors (meaning that they can generate at different time instants) can affect at most 2ω(l t + 1) bits, there must exist a threshold l gate such that W (l gate ) ≥ 2ω(l t + 1) + 1.
Let l = l gate , therefore in the first sliding window [0, l], none of the addition of arbitrarily two combined error vectors is identical to a certain correct output sequence, indicating that the exact time instant when network errors occur can be pinpointed. By using mathematical induction, network errors can be pinpointed in all subsequent windows which implies that the distributed decoding is realized. The proof is completed. 2) all network errors are separated by l + 1 timeslots and only occur at prior |x(z)| time instants.
3) G O,t (z), F t (z) are available at each sink node.
Clearly, MAP is equivalent to the minimum error weight in this model so we propose the following decoding algorithm that is able to find the MAP path based on this model. 
Calculate new combined error vectors (E 0 , . . . , E l ) from previous vectors with finite weight.
5:
if multiple (E 0 , . . . , E l )s converge to the same output of the same next state then
Select the one with minimum weight as father. N ← the number of vectors in current window 9: for j = 0 to N − 1 do
10:
(E 0 , . . . , E l ) is the j th combined error vector.
11
:
Set its accumulative weight as its father's. 13 :
Set its accumulative weight infinite.
15:
Calculate its accumulative weight.
17:
Remove it on output trellis. if The input can be uniquely determined then
21:
Output the newly found input sequence. [14] , our algorithm has the following advantages. First, it can work directly at each sink node and no additional processing matrix has to be multiplied.
Second, our algorithm can find the MAP path regardless of the error correction capability of G O,t (z) as in networks, MAP is equivalent to the minimum error path under our model. Third, the performance of the proposed algorithm is closely related to the characteristics of F t (z) and the free distance of G O,t (z). If conditions in Proposition 2 can be met at each sink node t ∈ T , the distributed decoding process can be realized on the whole network when all network errors are separated by l max + 1 timeslots where l max is the maximum of thresholds of all sink nodes.
In fact, the whole decoding process is quite similar to the classical Viterbi algorithm as we decode messages purely based on the metric of minimum error weight. Under our model, the impact of an error vector, i.e., its corresponding combined error vector, has no overlap with one another on output trellis so that the algorithm could determine its corresponding minimum error vector by searching the reference table.
Next, we study the time complexity of the proposed algorithm. Assume the reference table ∆(t, l) is available at each sink node t ∈ T and at any particular time instant, the maximum processing time, including searching reference table, calculating Hamming weight, etc., is C. The total time complexity is O(Cn). 1 0
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
we thus have the network transfer matrices at sink t 1 and t 2 as follows
where and
where
is an identity matrix, therefore G O,t2 (z) = G I (z) at sink node t 2 . Thus, we only consider sink node t 1 in later discussion. By using the construction scheme in [14] , we choose
Next, we illustrate l = 2 satisfies the condition that
where 0 is an |E| × ω zero matrix. Thus, Φ(t 1 , 1) and ∆(t 1 , l) are given in Table I and II. Elements of Φ(t 1 , l) with l = 2 are listed in column 2 of Table I and elements of ∆(t 1 , l) with l = 2 are listed in column 3 of Table   II . Thus, it can be easily checked that only 0 is in the intersection of Φ(t 1 , l) and ∆(t 1 , l). With equation (1), we have the following output sequences. Table III and IV, respectively.
In Table III , we can clearly see that two conflictions occur in window [4, 6] and [5, 7] , respectively. In window [4, 6] , combined error vectors (2 1 0)(5) and (0 0 0)(4) both will converge to the same trellis output of the same state. So we select (0 0 0)(4) due to its less weight. The case is same with (0 0 0)(4) and (3 1 0)(5) in window [5, 7] , we eventually select (0 0 0)(4). At last, by backtracking the father path from (0 0 0)(4) in window [6, 8] , we can obtain the MAP path
is also a possible path because its corresponding e(z) = (1 + z 5 1 + z 5 z 5 0 0) that can yield the same y α (z).
However its path weight is 5 more than that of the MAP path so that the algorithm discards it. We also can notice the whole decoding process of y α (z) must be carried out globally as the algorithm is unable to determine the unqiue MAP path in halfway.
In Table IV , we notice that the remaining combined error in window [0, 2] and [3, 5] are both unique suggesting that network errors are distinguishable in window so that the input sequence can be uniquely determined. Therefore, in window [0, 2], the algorithm can promptly output (1) as the first newly found input sequence. Similarly, (0 → way. In fact, all combined errors within e β (z) are within the error capability of G O,t1 (z), which is why a distributed decoding can be realized. Example 2:
and the network is the same as in Example 1. Thus, the output generators at sink node t 1 , t 2 are as follows.
Both output generators share the same free distance of 6. All elements with
and in window [0, 3] of G O,t2 (z) are given in Table V and Table VI . For sink node t 1 , it can be checked that no addition of arbitrarily two combined error vectors in ∆(t 1 , l) is identical to a certain element in Table V when l = 6.
For sink node t 2 , the case is same with combined error vectors in ∆(t 2 , l) and elements in 
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE DECODING ALGORITHM
A. A probabilistic error model
We define a probabilistic error model for a single source network G(V, E) by defining the probabilities of any set of i (1 ≤ i ≤ |E|) edges of the network being in error at any given time instant as follows. Across time instants, assume that the network errors are subject to i.i.d. according to this distribution.
P r(i network edges being in error)
P r(no edges are in error) = q 1 0
where 1 ≤ i ≤ |E| and 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1 are real numbers indicating the probability of any single network error in the network and probability of no network error, respectively, such that q +
B. Simulations on the butterfly network
We simulate the proposed algorithm in the classical butterfly network shown in Fig. 2 . The transfer matrices for sink node t 1 , t 2 are given as follows. Let l t = deg(F t (z)). The subspaces of ∆(t, l t ) for sink node t 1 and t 2 are shown as in Table VII and VIII, respectively. Thus, all ∆(t, l) with l ≥ l t can be derived from ∆(t, l t ) by appending 0 to each combined error vector in the table. 
. The corresponding output generator matrices at sink node t 1 and t 2 are given as follows.
It can be easily checked that l = 2 satisfying the basic condition that Φ(t, l)∩∆(t, l) = {0} for both sink nodes. Let the input sequences be randomly given and error vectors be generated continuously in time under the probabilistic error model (but the decoding algorithm assumes they have been seperated by a certain interval l), we compare the decoded sequence obtained by the proposed decoding algorithm with the original input sequence and then compute the average BER given the single edge error probability p. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3 , it can be easily observed that the BER performances of our decoding algorithm at sink node t 1 and t 2 are likely. They both have the following features. In the region where 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.16, due to the small single edge error probability, network errors are separated by a sufficient timeslots on the output trellis with a high probability. Therefore the condition of distributed decoding of CNECC is easily satisfied resulting in a better BER performance. In the region where 0.16 < p ≤ 0.5, the network errors on output trellis get closer as the single edge error probability increases. Therefore the condition of distributed decoding of CNECC is no longer satisfied which results in a worse BER performance. However, compared to the simulation results in [14] , we obtain relatively the same BER performance without increasing the decoding complexity by directly decoding messages at sink nodes under the criterion of minimum error weight.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a Viterbi-like decoding algorithm based on minimum error weight for generalized convolutional coding is proposed and a sufficient condition of realizing distributed decoding of CNECC is first given. The distributed decoding of CNECC is the ideal scenario we strive to pursue. However, the following issues regarding this process still remain open and will be studied in future work. First, how to design a network encoding matrix that is capable of realizing the distributed decoding with a smaller window length. Second, how to select a suitable input generator matrix such that all output generator matrices of all sink nodes are non-catastrophic. Third, how to find a sufficient condition less restricted by d f ree to realize the distributed decoding of CNECC.
